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Lifestyle in Siberia and the Russian North breaks new ground by exploring the concept of
lifestyle from a distinctly anthropological perspective. Showcasing the collective work of ten
experienced scholars in the field, the book goes beyond concepts of tradition that have often
been the focus of previous research, to explain how political, economic and technological
changes in Russia have created a wide range of new possibilities and constraints in the pursuit
of different ways of life. Each contribution is drawn from meticulous first-hand field research,
and the authors engage with theoretical questions such as whether and how the concept of
lifestyle can be extended beyond its conventionally urban, Euro-American context and
employed in a markedly different setting. Lifestyle in Siberia and the Russian North builds on
the contributors’ clear commitment to diversifying the field and providing a novel and intimate
insight into this vast and dynamic region. This book provides inspiring reading for students and
teachers of Anthropology, Sociology and Cultural Studies and for anyone interested in Russia
and its regions. By providing ethnographic case studies, it is also a useful basis for teaching
anthropological methods and concepts, both at graduate and undergraduate level. Rigorous
and innovative, it marks an important contribution to the study of Siberia and the Russian
North.
This edited book focuses on current practices, challenges and innovations in the emerging field
of English for Specific Purposes (ESP). By combining diverse, empirically-proven and
innovative ESP practices from all over the world with inspiring theoretical input and reflections
from experienced practitioners, the authors in this volume examine both best-practice
examples and ESP programmes which by various metrics are deemed to have failed. This
book will be of interest to practitioners, teacher educators and researchers working in the field
of ESP, as well as readers interested in language education and curriculum development more
broadly.
The book presents the best contributions from the international scientific conference “Growth
Poles of the Global Economy: Emergence, Changes and Future,” which was organized by the
Institute of Scientific Communications (Volgograd, Russia) together with the universities of
Kyrgyzstan and various other cities in Russia. The 143 papers selected, focus on spatial and
sectorial structures of the modern global economy according to the theory of growth poles. It is
intended for representatives of the academic community: university and college staff
developing study guides on socio-humanitarian disciplines in connection with the theory of
growth poles, researchers, and undergraduates, masters, and postgraduates who are
interested in the recent inventions and developments in the field. It is also a valuable resource
for expert practitioners managing entrepreneurial structures in the existing and prospective
growth poles of the global economy as well as those at international institutes that regulate
growth poles. The first part of the book investigates the factors and conditions affecting the
emergence of the growth poles of the modern global economy. The second part then
discusses transformation processes in the traditional growth poles of the global economy
under the influence of the technological progress. The third part examines how social factors
affect the formation of new growth poles of the modern global economy. Lastly, the fourth part
offers perspectives on the future growth of the global economy on the basis of the digital
economy and Industry 4.0.
Designing Globally Networked Learning Environments brings together 25 educators from four
continents, who share their richly diverse visions for teaching and learning in a globally
networked world. What unites these visions is that they break with traditional models of
repackaging traditional institutionally bounded courses for online delivery in global markets.
Medical Geology is a rapidly growing field concerned with the relationship between natural
geological factors and human and animal health, as well as with improving our understanding
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of the influence of environmental factors on the geographical distribution of health problems.
This book brings together the work of geoscientists and medical/public health researchers,
which addresses health problems caused, or exacerbated by geological materials (rocks,
minerals, atmospheric dust and water) and processes (including volcanic eruptions and
earthquakes. Among the environmental health problems discussed in this book are: exposure
to toxic levels of trace essential and non-essential elements such as arsenic and mercury;
trace element deficiencies; exposure to natural dusts and to radioactivity; naturally occurring
organic compounds in drinking water; volcanic emissions, etc. The text also deals with the
many health benefits of geologic materials and processes. This wide-ranging volume covers
issues in medical geology all over the world with each author covering their respective region.
It provides examples from different continents as well as a state-of-the-art review of the latest
developments in the discipline. The authors are all recognized geoscientific and medical
experts working in the field. The book is written for a wide variety of specialists from geologists,
geochemists, pathologists and medical doctors to veterinarians and biologists.
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. It relates to the III Annual Conference
hosted by The Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation in December
2016. This event has summarized, analyzed and discussed the interim results, academic
outputs and scientific achievements of the Russian Federal Targeted Programme “Research
and Development in Priority Areas of Development of the Russian Scientific and Technological
Complex for 2014–2020.” It contains 75 selected papers from 6 areas considered priority by
the Federal Targeted Programme: computer science, ecology & environment sciences; energy
and energy efficiency; lifesciences; nanoscience & nanotechnology and transport &
communications. The chapters report the results of the 3-years research projects supported by
the Programme and finalized in 2016.
The Author of this new volume on ant communication demonstrates that information theory is a
valuable tool for studying the natural communication of animals. To do so, she pursues a
fundamentally new approach to studying animal communication and “linguistic” capacities on
the basis of measuring the rate of information transmission and the complexity of transmitted
messages. Animals’ communication systems and cognitive abilities have long-since been a
topic of particular interest to biologists, psychologists, linguists, and many others, including
researchers in the fields of robotics and artificial intelligence. The main difficulties in the
analysis of animal language have to date been predominantly methodological in nature.
Addressing this perennial problem, the elaborated experimental paradigm presented here has
been applied to ants, and can be extended to other social species of animals that have the
need to memorize and relay complex “messages”. Accordingly, the method opens exciting
new dimensions in the study of natural communications in the wild.

The present book is based on presentations made during the IXth International School
on Lexicography, “Multi-disciplinary Lexicography: Traditions and Challenges of the
XXIst Century”, at Ivanovo State University, September 8–10, 2011, and continues a
series of collective monographs devoted to the theoretical and practical problems of
lexicography, published by Cambridge Scholars Publishing in 2007, 2009 and 2010.
The scope of topics discussed in four parts (Dictionary as a Cross-road of Language
and Culture, Dictionary Use and Dictionary Criticism, Terminology and LSP Studies,
and Projects of New Dictionaries) is rather wide and focuses on burning problems of
European, Russian and world lexicography, as well as on projects of new dictionaries.
This book will be of interest to theoreticians, practitioners, and students of linguistic
faculties.
Joseph Brodsky and Collaborative Self-Translation is the first in-depth archival study to
scrutinize the Russian-American poet Joseph Brodsky's self-translation practices during
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the period of his exile to the USA in 1972-1996. The book draws on a large amount of
previously unpublished archival material, including the poet's manuscripts in Russian
and English, draft translations, notes, comments in the margins and correspondence
with his translators, editors and friends. Rulyova's approach to the study of selftranslation is informed by 'social turn' in translation studies. She focuses on the process
of text production, the agents and institutions involved, translation practices and the role
played by translators and publishers in the production of the text.
Understanding the Modern Russian Police represents the culmination of ten years of
research and an ongoing partnership between the Volgograd Academy of Russian
Internal Affairs Ministry (VA MVD) and the Volgograd branch of the Russian
Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration (VAPA). The
book provides a timely and comprehensive analysis of the historical development,
functions, and contemporary challenges faced by the modern Russian police. Spanning
more than two centuries of history, the book covers: The tsarist police evolution that
witnessed the creation of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation
(MVD) in 1802 and concluding with the 1917 October Revolution The Soviet era from
the 1917 October Revolution until Stalin’s death in 1953 The Khrushchev and
Brezhnev periods, and the Soviet police’s maturation into a professionally educated
and well-equipped law enforcement system The transformational period of police
development beginning with Gorbachev’s perestroika and concluding with the first term
of Putin in 2008 The structure, authority, and workforce of the modern Russian police
Public-police relationships existing today in Russia Reports by Amnesty International
and Human Rights Watch on corruption and abuse of power, along with a legal analysis
of practices by the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) The 2011 Police Reform
by Medvedev The book concludes with some predictions on the future of the Russian
police and its potential reforms. Encompassing the efforts of many great researchers
from Russia, this exhaustive review of the history of policing in Russia enables readers
to comprehend the societal and political forces that have shaped policing in this
country.
L.A. Galin’s book on contact problems is a remarkable work. Actually there are two
books: the first, published in 1953 deals with contact problems in the classical theory of
elasticity; this is the one that was translated into English in 1961. The second book,
published in 1980, included the first, and then had new sections on contact problems
for viscoelastic materials, and rough contact problems; this section has not previously
been translated into English. In this new translation, the original text and the
mathematical analysis have been completely revised, new material has been added,
and the material appearing in the 1980 Russian translation has been completely
rewritten. In addition there are three essays by students of Galin, bringing the analysis
up to date.
A fascinating discussion of Russian English as a World English variety and its function
in politics, business and culture.
The next generation in Business English The Business is a stimulating course that
provides an inclusive package for any student of business English, though particularly
suited to those at college or university. The Business is supported by an extensive bank
of online resources, including progress tests based on BEC style questions. A free,
monthly sign-up service supplements the course with a podcast, featuring authentic
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listening extracts and a PowerPoint presentation based on the Students
The most authoritative and comprehensive guide available to postgraduate grants and
professional funding worldwide. For twenty-six years The Grants Register has been the
leading source for up to date information on the availability of, and eligibility for,
postgraduate and professional awards. With details of 3,800 awards, The Grants
Register 2008 is more extensive than comparable publications. Each entry has been
verified by the awarding bodies concerned ensuring that every piece of information is
accurate. As all information is updated annually, each edition also provides the most
accurate details available today.

By exploring indigenous people’s knowledge and use of sea ice, the SIKU
project has demonstrated the power of multiple perspectives and introduced a
new field of interdisciplinary research, the study of social (socio-cultural) aspects
of the natural world, or what we call the social life of sea ice. It incorporates local
terminologies and classifications, place names, personal stories, teachings,
safety rules, historic narratives, and explanations of the empirical and spiritual
connections that people create with the natural world. In opening the social life of
sea ice and the value of indigenous perspectives we make a novel contribution to
IPY, to science, and to the public
The essays in this collection examine the history of the University of Ulster and
seek to place its experience within the contexts of the national and international
communities it has served for forty years. Chapters have been contributed by
former and serving staff-members, each of them a specialist in the various
academic disciplines of the institution. Studies include the Universityâ??s local
historical background and educational antecedents, its controversial beginnings
and resurgence through a ground-breaking merger, and its rise to prominence as
it grappled with the challenges of a divided and troubled society.
Volume 1 (A and B) of the "Yearbook of International Organizations" covers
international organizations throughout the world, comprising their aims, activities
and events. This includes names (in English, French and, where available, other
languages), abbreviations and descriptions of over 34,000 not-for-profit
organizations currently active in every field of human endeavor, as well as
references to associated organizations, whose goals cross all economic, political
and geographical borders, offering an insight into new, productive relationships.
The volume also allows quick and easy cross-referencing from volumes 2, 3, 4,
and 6.
This book presents the theory and practice of product lifecycle management,
chiefly focusing on modern approaches suitable for digitalized enterprises. In
addition to describing adaptive methods for advanced product creation using big
data analytics, it presents economic and mathematical models for managing
product lifecycles based on the application of recent methods (e.g. digital design
and automated intelligent systems) to control pre-production and production
processes. Given its scope, the book appeals to researchers, economic analysts
and entrepreneurs alike.
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The arrest of Mikhail Khodorkovsky, the head of the Yukos oil company, on 25
October 2003, was a key turning point in modern Russian history. At that time
Khodorkovsky was one of the world's richest and most powerful men, while
Yukos had been transformed into a vast and lucrative oil company that was set to
go global. On all counts, this looked like a success story, but it was precisely at
this moment that the Russian authorities struck. After two controversial trials,
attracting widespread international condemnation, Khodorkovsky was sentenced
to fourteen years in jail. In this book, Richard Sakwa examines the rise and fall of
Yukos, and the development of the Russian oil industry more generally. Sakwa
analyses Russia's emergence as an energy superpower, and considers the
question of the 'natural resource curse' and the use of energy rents to bolster
Russia as a great power and to maintain the autonomy of the regime. Crucially
this book also examines the relationship between Putin's state and big business
during Russia's traumatic shift from the Soviet planned economy to the market
system.It is a detailed analysis of one of the most dramatic confrontations
between economic and political power in our era, full of human drama and moral
dilemmas. It is also a study of political economy, with the market and state
coming into confrontation. Above all, the 'Yukos affair' continues to shape
contemporary Russian politics, with a weakened judiciary and insecure property
rights. It traces the struggles of the Putin era as two visions of society came into
conflict. The attack on Khodorkovsky had - and continues to have - far-reaching
political and economic consequences but it also raises fundamental questions
about the quality of freedom in Putin's Russia as well as in the world at large.
Educational pedagogy is a diverse field of study, one that all educators should be
aware of and fluent in so that their classrooms may succeed. Curriculum Design
and Classroom Management: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
presents cutting-edge research on the development and implementation of
various tools used to maintain the learning environment and present information
to pupils as effectively as possible. In addition to educators and students of
education, this multi-volume reference is intended for educational theorists,
administrators, and industry professionals at all levels.
This book presents papers from the International Conference on Integrating
Engineering Education and Humanities for Global Intercultural Perspectives
(IEEHGIP 2020), held on 25–27 March 2020. The conference brought together
researchers and practitioners from various disciplines within engineering and
humanities to offer a range of perspectives. Focusing on, but not limited to,
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) in Russian education the book
will appeal to a wide academic audience seeking ways to initiate positive
changes in education.
Some major developments of physics in the last three decades are addressed by
highly qualified specialists in different specific fields. They include renormalization
problems in QFT, vacuum energy fluctuations and the Casimir effect in different
configurations, and a wealth of applications. A number of closely related issues
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are also considered. The cosmological applications of these theories play a
crucial role and are at the very heart of the book; in particular, the possibility to
explain in a unified way the whole history of the evolution of the Universe: from
primordial inflation to the present day accelerated expansion. Further, a
description of the mathematical background underlying many of the physical
theories considered above is provided. This includes the uses of zeta functions in
physics, as in the regularization problems in QFT already mentioned, specifically
in curved space-time, and in Casimir problems as.
This book studies the role of civil society organisations in the fight against
HIV/AIDS in Russia. It looks at how Russia’s HIV/AIDS epidemic has developed
into a serious social, economic and political problem, and how according to the
United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), Russia is currently facing
the biggest HIV/AIDS epidemic in all of Europe with an estimated number of
980,000 people living with HIV in 2009. The book investigates civil society
organisations’ contribution to social change and civil society development in postSoviet Russia, and thus situates a specific type of civil society actors into a
broader socio-political context and questions their ability to represent civic
interests, particularly in the field of social policy-making and health. This allows
for a better understanding of the dynamics of state-society relations in presentday Russia, and gives insight into the ways HIV/AIDS NGOs in Russia have used
transnational ties in order to exert influence on domestic policy-making in the field
of HIV/AIDS.
The management of organizational behavior is a critically important source of
competitive advantage in today’s organizations. Managers must be able to
capitalize on employees’ individual differences as jobs are designed, teams are
formed, work is structured, and change is facilitated. This textbook, now in its
third edition, provides its readers with the knowledge required to succeed as
managers under these circumstances. In this book, John Wagner and John
Hollenbeck make the key connection between theory and practice to help
students excel as managers charged with the task of securing competitive
advantage. They present students with a variety of helpful learning tools,
including: • Coverage of the full spectrum of organizational behavior topics •
Managerial models that are based in many instances on hundreds of research
studies and decades of management practice – not the latest fad • Completely
new introductory mini-cases and updated examples throughout the text to help
students contextualize organizational behavior theory and understand its
application in today’s business world This ideal book for upper-level
undergraduate and postgraduate students of organizational behavior is written to
motivate exceptional student performance and contribute to their lasting
managerial success. Online resources, including PowerPoint slides and test
banks, round out this essential resource for instructors and students of
organizational behavior.
Handbook of Research on Curriculum Reform Initiatives in English EducationIGI
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Global
This book deals with a number of critical issue in juvenile justice that have not
been dealt with in extenso before
This textbook is intended for a course in electromagnetism for upper
undergraduate and graduate students. The main concepts and laws of classical
macroscopic electrodynamics and initial information about generalized laws of
modern electromagnetics are discussed, explaining some paradoxes of the
modern theory. The reader then gets acquainted with electrodynamics methods
of field analysis on the basis of wave equation solution. Emission physics are
considered using an example of the Huygens-Fresnel-Kirchhoff canonic principle.
The representation about strict electrodynamics task statement on the base of
Maxwell equations, boundary conditions, emission conditions and the condition
on the edge is given. Different classes of approximate boundary conditions are
presented, which essentially simplify understanding of process physics. The
canonic Fresnel functions are given and their generalization on the case of
anisotropic impedance. The free waves in closed waveguides and in strip-slotted
and edge-dielectric transmission lines are described. A large number of Mathcad
programs for illustration of field patterns and its properties in different guiding
structures are provided. The material is organized for self-study as well as
classroom use.
Different regions of the world are making increasing demands for educational
reform, especially when institutions are dissatisfied with the level of proficiency of
their graduates. Since the realization of how important English education is to
global success, reform to English education is becoming progressively vital in
societies all over the world. The Handbook of Research on Curriculum Reform
Initiatives in English Education provides research exploring the theoretical and
practical aspects of a variety of areas related to English education and reform, as
well as applications within curriculum development and instructional design.
Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as teachers’ roles, teaching
methods, and professional development, this book is ideally designed for
researchers, educators, administrators, policymakers, interpreters, translators,
and linguists seeking current research on the existing body of knowledge about
curriculum reform in English education in an international context.
When international rules and regulations governing space travel were first being developed,
only a few countries had any space presence and commercial space activity was non-existent.
Today, over 50 countries have on-orbit satellites and commercial space presence is essential
to commercial telecommunications and broadcasting, yet international space law remains in its
infancy. Space Safety Regulations and Standards is the definitive book on regulatory initiatives
involving space safety, new space safety standards, and safety related to new space
technologies under development. More than 30 world experts come together in this book to
share their detailed knowledge of regulatory and standard making processes in the area,
combining otherwise disparate information into one essential reference and providing case
studies to illustrate applications throughout space programs internationally. They address the
international regulatory framework that relates to traditional space safety programs as well as
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the emerging regulatory framework that relates to commercial space programs, space tourism,
and efforts to create commercial space station facilities. . Fully endorsed by the International
Association for the Advancement of Space Safety (IAASS) and provides the only definitive
reference on regulations and standards for the field of space safety Combines the technical,
legal and regulatory information in a clear and integrated reference work suitable for technical
professionals, regulators, legal experts, and students in the field Presents a truly global insight
from experienced space safety experts worldwide, with representatives from the leading
associations, institutions and companies operating in the arena today
A Triple Helix of university-industry-government interactions is the key to innovation in
increasingly knowledge-based societies. As the creation, dissemination, and utilization of
knowledge moves from the periphery to the center of industrial production and governance, the
concept of innovation, in product and process, is itself being transformed. In its place is a new
sense of 'innovation in innovation' - the restructuring and enhancement of the organizational
arrangements and incentives that foster innovation. This triple helix intersection of relatively
independent institutional spheres generates hybrid organizations such as technology transfer
offices in universities, firms, and government research labs and business and financial support
institutions such as angel networks and venture capital for new technology-based firms that are
increasingly developing around the world. The Triple Helix describes this new innovation model
and assists students, researchers, and policymakers in addressing such questions as: How do
we enhance the role of universities in regional economic and social development? How can
governments, at all levels, encourage citizens to take an active role in promoting innovation in
innovation and, conversely, how can citizens so encourage their governments? How can firms
collaborate with each other and with universities and government to become more innovative?
What are the key elements and challenges to reaching these goals?
This book highlights the vital necessity for combining sustainable development processes from
different areas, with applications in areas such as science, education and production sectors.
These sectors have previously been separated by linguistic and technological barriers.
Breaking down these barriers will allow an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary flow of
information, leading to greater efficiency, and towards a more real resilient and sustainable
economy development. This book fills in the gap in respect of publications addressing aspects
of innovation and sustainable development and focuses on a range of areas, such as I.
Gradual transition to innovative development; II. Continuity of technology in education, science
and industry; III. Convergency directions, interdisciplinary relations in scientific research; IV.
Digital technologies for sustainable development; V. Global trends and regional aspects of
innovation and traditions in environmental management; VI. International legal regulations and
environmental and economic relations among business communities. The publication fosters
the global efforts towards taking better advantage of the many opportunities which innovation
in specific areas may offer.
This is the 32nd edition of the publication which contains over 2,500 entries giving information
about post-secondary education and training opportunities in all academic and professional
fields in 147 countries for years 2004 and 2005. It has a special focus on distance education,
including open and distance learning (ODL) with an annotated listing of online directories and
databases of ODL courses worldwide. Information is also given on courses, scholarships and
financial assistance available to foreign students, recognition of studies and diplomas obtained
abroad, and key issues students should consider before embarking on higher education study.
The text is written in English, French and Spanish.
'This cutting-edge publication is drawn on international research and practice, and undoubtedly
encourages reflection and personal development. The authors are experts in the field of
education leadership and management.' - Professor Raj Mestry, University of Johannesburg
The Third Edition of this successful and respected book covers leadership and management of
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people at all levels in educational organisations. It contains up-to-date research and literature,
covering the entire spectrum of educational institutions. This new and revised edition: deals
with issues such as succession planning, leadership development and diversity has an
enhanced focus on international trends, examples and research acknowledges the changing
English context, including the shift to system leadership, academies and free schools covers
changes in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland The book will be of great interest to
postgraduate students, researchers and academics; candidates on professional leadership
qualifications; middle and senior managers, and aspiring leaders in schools and colleges. Tony
Bush is Professor of Educational Leadership at the University of Warwick, UK and Visiting
Professor at the University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa. David Middlewood is a
Research Fellow at The University of Warwick.
This book presents contributions submitted to the 2nd international conference Going Global
through Social Sciences and Humanities (GGSSH 2019) held in Tomsk, Russia on 27–28
February 2019. The conference focused on such issues as interdisciplinary pedagogy,
language teaching and learning, cultural studies and linguistics, particularly highlighting global
academic integration and professional development for research. As such, the event provided
a platform for discussions and sharing publication activities, to help Russian academics to take
first steps toward global research. Showcasing the ongoing Russian research in focus areas,
this book is of interest to a diverse academic audience working in social sciences and
humanities, particularly those from the post-Soviet countries.
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